
LCD Screen Icons

EcoFlow DELTA Pro Ultra

Number Icon State Description

1

Solid 4G connected normally.

Off 4G disconnected.

Blinking 4G disconnected from the server.

2

Solid WiFi connected normally.

Off WiFi disconnected.

Blinking WiFi disconnected from the server.

3

Solid Bluetooth connected normally.

Off Bluetooth disconnected.

Blinking Blinks for 10 seconds when the product is unbound.

4
Solid Energy management enabled.

Off Energy management disabled.

5 Blinking Low-temp error.

6 Blinking High-temp error.

7
Solid Battery in the process of heating.

Off Battery not heated.
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8 Blinking Battery failure.

9 + 10
Solid

When there is an error, icon 12 shows up solid; you can check the 
Error Code List for details or ask after-sales service.

Blinking When there is an error, icon 11 shows up blinking.

11 Blinking Ventilation fan failure.

12
Solid Slow charging (max. power not set in the app) or charging limit.

Off Charging with full power.

13
Solid There are scheduled tasks.

Off No scheduled task.

14
Solid Shows up when charging or discharging levels are set in the app.

Blinking Battery level has reached the charging or discharging level.

15
Solid AC output and frequency.

Blinking AC output error or inverter communication error.

16 + 17 Solid Both icon 16 and 17 are shown on the LCD screen after the product 
is turned on.

22 Solid Number of batteries currently connected.

23
Solid Remaining charging time.

Solid Remaining discharging time.

24 Solid Remaining battery percentage.

29 + 30 Solid Both icon 29 and 30 are shown on the LCD screen after the product 
is turned on.

• DC output icon shows up on the LCD screen if DC power button is enabled after the product has been turned on.
• All the icons under "OUTPUT" (  ,  ,  ) will only show up when output ports of the product are connected; these icons start to 

blink when there is a product failure. 
• All the icons under "INPUT" (  ,  ,  ,  ) will only show up when input ports of the product are connected; these icons start to 

blink when there is a product failure. 
• The rotating speed of the ventilation fan icon depends on the gear.
• For more details about error codes, please visit the EcoFlow official website or contact EcoFlow customer service.
• Apparent Power: The LCD screen shows apparent power. Active power is the actual power that performs useful work, while apparent 

power is the total power, including both active and reactive power. (Reactive power is the power stored and released by capacitors and 
inductors, and it does not perform actual work.)
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